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Abstract – Solving Complex Problem that is coupled with
intensive workloads; necessities the access to a massively
parallel computational power. Up to date, Graphic
Processing Units (GPUs) are the only architecture that
could handle the most complex computationally intensive
workloads. In the light of this rapid-growing advancement
in computational technologies, this paper will propose a
high-performance parallel radix-23 FFT suitable for such
GPU and CPU systems. The proposed algorithm could
reduce the computational complexity by a factor that tends
to reach pr if implemented in parallel (pr is the number of
cores/threads) plus the combination phase to complete the
required FFT.
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the performance results of the proposed method and Section 5
will provide a conclusive summary of our finding.

1. Introduction

The radix-2 T2 adder tree matrix in the FFT factorization
process is defined as [1] and [14]–[21]:

The Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) is one of the most important
topics in digital signal processing that have huge impact in
various fields of science and engineering such as wireless
communication system based on the orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) where the FFT is a major key
operator [1]-[2]. Seismic processing applications which is
computationally demanding [3]-[4], magnetic induction
tomography (MIT) [5] and a lot of none cited domains. One of
the recent strategies to reduce the computational and the
communication load in an FFT process is by grouping the data
with its corresponding coefficients multipliers [6]-[8] that will
exclude all trivial multiplications (i.e. ± 1 or ± j) which will
reduce the accesses to the coefficient multipliers. The radix-23
FFT which is based on the same concept, will further reduces
the memory accesses by predicting the occurrence of
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where the number of arithmetical operations

required for the complex multiplication can be reduced from 6
to 2.
The most significant problem in spectral analysis is mainly
concentrated in its data's parallel multiprocessing where the
computational of the FFTs is challenged by the inter
GPU/CPU/threads communications. The most successful
methods in parallelizing the FFT on a GPU/multiGPU/CPU/multi-CPU are presented in [10]-[13].
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes
the radix-23 FFT. Section 3 will briefly detail the parallel
deployment of the proposed parallel FFT. Section 4 will draw

2. The proposed radix-23 FFT
The definition of the DFT is represented by the following
equation:

X [k ] =

N -1

 x[n]w

nk
N

, k ∈ [0, N -1] ,

(1)

n =0

where x[ n] is the input sequence, X[k] is the output sequence,
N is the transform length, wNnk = e

− j ( 2π N ) nk

is called the twiddle
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factor in the butterfly structure, and j = −1 . Both x[n] and X[k]
are complex number sequences.

 w0
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 wN
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(2)

Therefore, by defining [ T2 ]l ,m as the element of the lth line and
mth column in the matrix T2, as a result equation (2) could be
rewritten as:

[T2 ]l , m = wN( ) ,
m=0, 1 and  x N represents
 lm N 2 

(3)

N

with l=0, 1,

the operation

x modulo N. By defining WN ( m, v, s ) the set of the twiddle factor
matrix during each stage or iteration as

[ WN ]l ,m(v , s ) = diag ( wN (0, v, s ) , wN (1,v , s ) ,…, wN ( r −1, v, s ) ) ,

(4)

where v = 0,1,…,V − 1 represents the number of words of size 2
with V = N 2 and s = 0,1,…, S is the number of stages (or
iterations S = log 2 N − 1 ).
In this subsection, we will be elaborating the decimation in time
(DIT) FFT algorithm, where Eq. (4) would be expressed as:

[ WN ]l ,m ( v, s )

  v

=  wN


2(

S −s ) 
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N

0

for l = m .
elsewhere

(5)

Consequently, the lth transform output during each stage could
be illustrated as

 ( S − s )  r ( S − s ) 

 lN / 2 + v / 2



X ( v , s ) [l ] = x( v , s ) [0] + x( v , s ) [1]wN

N

.

(6)
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The reading Address Generator (RAG), writing Address
Generator (WAG) and the Coefficients (twiddle factor) Address
Generators (CAG) are expressed respectively as [19]:
 N 
 v 
RAG ( m,v , s ) = m  ( s +1)  + v 2( S -s ) +  ( S - s )  2( S +1− s ) ,
2

2

CAG( m , v , s )

(7)
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(8)

WAG( l , v , s ) = l ( N / 2 ) + v

(9)

Eq. (8), reveals that the data is grouped with its corresponding
coefficient multipliers in each stage where the lth butterfly’s
output will shift if and only if v = 2s in the DIT process. Since
V = N/2 = 2S; the total number of shifting during each stage in
the DIT process would be 2s.
The access to the coefficient multiplier’s memory could be
reduced in comparison to the conventional radix-2 DIT
algorithms by implementing a word counter 2(S-s) (wordcounter, β= 0, 1, …,2(S-s+1)-1) and a shifting counter 2s (shiftcounter, λ= 0,1,…, 2s-1). The occurrence of the multiplication
by one (i.e w0) could be easily predicted and avoided when the
shifting counter is equal to zero (i.e. v < 2s).

According to Eq. (9) the processed butterfly’s output data in the
radix-23 FFT process and the combination phase, is stored in the
memory with a heap of N/pr as shown in Fig. 2. Several tests
have proven that storing the data according to Eq. (9) will
degrade the overall performance of the parallel FFT.
By writing the data in a contiguous manner as shown in Fig. 3,
we observe a significant improvement in performance of an
FFT. Experimental results have proven that the writing and
reading processes can have a significant impact on the overall
performance of the FFT. When the processor sends a write
request for a specific address whose data already is in the
process of storing, a write hit is obtained as requested, and
subsequently, the data can be modified in the appropriate L1
cache.

Fig. 2 Conventional writing process for an FFT of size 64 in the
radix-23 FFT process and the combination phase that are executed
in parallel, where the color is associated to the thread Ti with
i=0,1,2,…,7.

With the same reasoning as above, the complexity of the DIT
reading generators could be obtained and will be replaced with
simple counters.
As the result, the signal flow graph of the proposed radix 23 FFT
for an 8-point DIT FFT is illustrated in Fig. 1 [22].
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Fig. 3 The proposed writing process for an FFT of size 64 in the
radix-23 FFT process and the combination phase that are executed
in parallel.
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By adopting the same FFT performance as stipulated in [23]
which is defined as
MFLOPS = 5 N log 2 ( N ) / t
(10)
The performance results have been compared to the four wellknown FFT methods that have been simulated on CPU and
GPU platforms which are listed in Table 1.

3. The proposed parallel deployment of the FFT Algorithm

Our proposed method has been implemented on the leading
available FFT in the market. The results of Fig 4 reflect the
improvement of the original proposed multithreaded FFTs
(FFTW3, NMKL (Intel’s FFT) and NIPP (Intel’s FFT)). In this
Figure our proposed multithreaded FFTs is referred as
NFFTW3, NMKL and NIPP. The obtained results are simulated
on Xeon® CPU E5-2686 v4 @ 2.30 GHz with 64 GB RAM
(Random Access Memory).

By chunking the input data into pr subsets, the FFT process will
be broken into pr subsets, each of which can be executed by a
corresponding GPU/CPU/core as shown in [22]. According to
[22], the read/write operations with respect to the chunked data
are more likely to be accessed sooner than the original data from
the main memory which will increase the hit and miss rate of
the read/write policies.

Fig 4 reveals that multithreaded MKL and multithreaded IPP
performs better for small FFTs (N<27), meanwhile our
proposed method NMKL, NIPP and NFFTW3 will maintain the
same speed. Compared to the multithreaded FFTW3,
multithreaded MKL and multithreaded IPP, our proposed
methods manifest a gain in speed by a factor of 3. The most
important factor in Fig. 4 is characterized by the increasing

Fig. 1 Signal flow graph (SFG) of 8-point DIT FFT on the proposed
structure [22].

The prediction of trivial multiplication in the radix-23 FFT can
reduce the computational load and will reduce the access to the
twiddle factor’s memory compared to the most known DIT FFT
algorithms [22].

Table I List of references and proposed methods.
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speed with the higher number of threads/cores as shown for our
proposed NFFTW3-16 (over 16 threads) in which the speed’s
increment is estimated by a factor of 6.
To be noted that the simulation results of Fig. 4 were performed
with writing address generator illustrated in Fig. 2 in which no
alignment of the data is performed.
Based on the data alignment as shown in Fig. 3 our proposed
radix-23 FFT has been parallelized over 256 cores/threads and
tested on the V100 NVIDIA® Tesla® accelerated computing
platform which has been executed on an Intel® Xeon® CPU
E5-2686 v4 @ 2.30 GHz with 64 GB RAM (Random Access
Memory). The obtained results of a double precision FFT
process with complex input data are compared to cuFFT
version 8 and that is executed on TESLA V100 accelerated
computing platform with an Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2686 v3 @
2.30 GHz with 64 GB RAM [12].
According to [12] the simulation conditions are summarized as
follow:
1. Creating Command Queue is not timed.
2. Creating Buffers is not timed.
3. Enqueuing Write Buffers is not timed.
4. Setting Kernel Arguments is not timed.
5. Enqueuing ND Range Kernel is not timed.
6. Enqueuing Read Buffers is not timed.
Since the execution time of an FFT process on NVIDIA’s V100
is 1.78 times faster than the execution time of an FFT process
executed on NVIDIA’s TESLA V100 [13] therefore, the
maximum peak Np of [12] is estimated as:
(11)
N p = 800 × 1.78 = 1.424 TeraFLOPS
Despite the disadvantage in the size of RAM between our
proposed method and NVIDIA’s CUDA FFT (CuFFT
version 8), Fig. 5 presents the simulation results of our proposed
method that was parallelized over 256 threads/cores (C2N256)
under the same simulation conditions in which the data was
aligned according to Fig. 3 in the partial FFTs and the
combination phase [23].
By taking the maximum peak in both methods’ Np and Pp, the
speed-up would be:

Fig. 4 Simulation results on CPU Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2686 v4
@ 2.30 GHz of the proposed method with other referenced
methods according to Table 1.

S=

Pp
Np

=

650
= 456
1.424

(12)

If the downloading time of the data to the GPU should be
included in the FFT performance metrics as in [10] in which the
performance metric is in GigaFLOPS expressed by the
following equation:

GFLOPS = 5 N log 2 ( N ) × batch ×10−9 / t

(13)

where batch (batch = 224/N [10]) is the total amount of data
sequences being processed and t is the time (in second).
Since the simulation results in the cited reference [10] is
performed on K20 and K40 therefore, the results of the cited
reference will be limited to K40 whose results are multiplied by
1.8 [12] and then multiplied by 1.8 [13]. To have a fair
comparison, the simulations results in the cited reference [10]
should be adjusted by a factor of 3.24. As a result, the gap in
Fig. 5 should be divided by a factor of 3.24.
The performance results which is based on the metric defined
in Eq. (13) is illustrated in Fig. 5. By adopting the same FFT
performance, Fig. 6 reveals that our proposed method is
running in hundreds of TeraFLOPS which is an advantage and
assets that no existing method has. The speed up between the
cited methods in [10] and the proposed method is illustrated in
Fig. 7. The performance of the proposed method in Fig. 6 was
obtained considering batch = 16 384 for all FFT length.
In conjunction with the systems, methods, and devices
described above, that can be configured to implement a
parallelized FFT in which trivial multiplications and additions
can be omitted, and the FFT can be broken into pieces. By doing
so, each core/thread can process its portion through multiple
stages without inter-core communications that might otherwise
introduce delays.
Further, the FFT process provides an address generator that
allows the FFT data to be written to and read from contiguous
memory addresses, reducing memory access overhead and
thereby improving overall performance

Fig. 5 Performance results in terms of TeraFLOPS proposed
method and the cited in [10].

Fig. 7 Speed-up of the proposed method on V100 SMX2 16GB
compared to methods cited in [10], MS-ID-FFT.V1/V2
CUDAFFT on K20/K40.

multiple cores/threads where the inter-core communications
will be reduced to its minimum value.
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